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AN INTERVIEW WITH ELISIO MEDINA By Norman Roth

Over 17,000 farm worker families have joined the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee since it was formed in August, 1966 out of the merger between the National Farm Workers Association, led by Cesar Chavez, and the Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee of the AFL-CIO. The UFWOC consists of many ranch committees; it holds a direct charter from the AFL-CIO. Its symbol is the Aztec black thunder-bird. The red and black colors are those of the flag seen in Mexico at every strike... red for the blood of the workers, black for mourning.

The grape boycott is probably the most successful in recent history in the U.S. The UFWOC has signed contracts with eleven growers of grapes and other products such as almonds, lettuce and peanuts. The resistance of the growers and the government are a measure of their fear that further success will be contagious. The U.S. Army claims “neutrality” in sending over five times as many grapes to Vietnam as before the boycott.

WHAT IS THE MAIN PROBLEM FACED BY THE FARM WORKERS TODAY?

The main problem is that we are not covered by the same legislation which gives industrial workers the right to organize. When the law was passed in 1935, we were excluded as a concession in the political bargaining to get the bill passed. Because we are not covered by these laws, we don't have any protection for organizing our union. That is the major stumbling block at this point.

WHY WAS THE BOYCOTT DECIDED UPON AS THE MAIN TACTICAL STRUGGLE INSTEAD OF CUTTING OFF THE SOURCE OF LABOR THROUGH THE STRIKE AND PICKETING?

The strike is the ultimate weapon for all other unions. We have found that for us it is usually the first step. When we walk out on strike we always get the local workers to walk out. But, within two or three days, buses rolling from Tijuana and Mexicali, Mexico, arrive loaded to the gills with “green-carders” to replace the strikers. “Green-
We complain to the government. Last year we had the Justice Department nailed to the wall. They had to act because they had beaten around the bush and hadn't done anything. But within three days, a federal judge in Los Angeles granted an injunction prohibiting the federal government from enforcing its own laws. Everyone was happy except us. The growers were happy—they had their scabs. The federal government was happy—they didn't have to enforce their laws. It is a classical example of using the poor people in Mexico against the poor in the United States.

I understand that the growers attempted to take your union to court to break the boycott.

This was the case when our strike began. Even though we couldn't be protected under the protective clauses of the NLRA, the growers still saw fit to raise hell with us because we were engaging in a secondary boycott. We said, "You can't have your pie and eat it too! Either we are covered on everything or nothing at all." Last year the NLRB handed down the decision that we were not covered at all. Since we are not covered we can set up a boycott against any store or any individual and it would not be illegal.

How far did you get in school and what type of an education did you get?

I went up to the sixth grade. It is very common, at least where minority groups are concerned in rural areas, that the growers control the school boards and everything else. They try to rush the kids through school, or push them into dropping out. For instance, in Delano, many times the children of the strikers have been suspended from school for wearing their "Huelga" (strike) buttons and union buttons. What they wanted us to do was very obvious. They wanted us to drop out of school so we could go to work in the fields. The basic philosophy of the growers is that if the children get an education they are not going to be willing to work for such low wages and bad conditions. They'll go on at least to become a mechanic or something else and not a farm laborer. Growers believe that the more educated people get, the less willing they'll be to take whatever the growers want to give.

What kind of schools do the children attend?

Most of them are regular schools. Delano is divided down the middle by a highway. There's only one school for the whole west side, the minority side of town, where the Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and others live. One school for about half the town's population. On the east side there are about four or five schools for the other half of the population. The one school is badly overcrowded and the teachers try to get rid of the pupils as fast as they can. There's a fantastic turnover. Kids are there for one or two or three years and drop out. Others take their places and it just keeps going on. Out of my class, I remember only about two or three managed to go on to high-school. Two or three out of about 130, and only one or two of those got to a two year college.

What is the attitude of the teachers toward the students?

In my school there was only one Mexican-American teacher. No black teachers or Puerto Ricans. The rest of the teachers were "Anglos," and were friends or relatives of the growers. They have this paternalistic attitude of "well, these kids don't know anything." They were indifferent to our problems. They don't understand that Mexicans and black people have a different background, different culture and there are concessions they have to make. They are only interested in seeing that these kids get into the fields and work, picking the grapes of the growers.

What were the major organizing difficulties you had to overcome?

Getting the Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Filipinos, blacks and whites to work together. You wouldn't believe how difficult it is. The growers use race as a way of controlling the workers. They had segregated housing and in some instances they still do. A camp would be like some miniature town. In one part of it all the Mexicans would live. Another part, all Puerto Ricans, another all Filipinos, another, all the black people, and another, all the whites. So, they segregated the farm workers. Now let's say for instance, the white people would have better housing; the Filipinos would get, maybe, a nickel more per hour; the Mexicans would get better transportation; the Puerto Ricans would get better food, or what have you. They kept playing off one against the other. When the strike came, it finally gave us something in which we could unite and understand that we were just ligh-
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ing each other's throats. At first it was difficult. But after a while we would hear, "What do you know, the Filipinos are good guys too! The Puerto Ricans are too, and so are the black people!" After a while, we began to think less and less in terms of race and more and more in terms of united in one struggle.

Was Chavez the spark plug in the struggle?

Yes, yes . . . He was the one who led the basic work. Cesar is the main reason that we are alive today. We have not been wiped out like other unions that have tried to organize the farm workers.

What is the relationship between men and women among the workers?

The traditional thing, especially among the Mexicans is the double standard. The man of course is supposed to be the dominant one. We had those problems and we still have them in some instances. More and more the women are beginning to be like Valentina and also provides for fines and prison sentences for union leaders who would disobey this compulsory arbitration with the growers and their friends deciding the cases.

How does the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee view the political situation in the country since the Nixon election, specifically as it relates to labor struggles and your strike?

I think we are going to have a hard time with Nixon in office. He has been consistently anti-labor. He was quoted as saying, "I was elected to smash the Labor Bosses." He has been trying to smash the union and scatter the membership if he can. He has been the consistent friend of big business. During the election campaign he called our boycott a "descent into lawlessness." He knew full well we were not covered by the law that would allow us to have elections to determine collective bargaining representation and settle everything in a peaceable manner. We don't expect anything from the federal government. We don't believe they will enforce the law and stop the importing of "green-card scabs" from Mexico. We don't expect to be covered by the National Labor Relations Act at least for the next four years.

If your union taken action to get the message back to the people in Mexico, the source of the "green-carders," as to how these people are being used to block the organization of the Farm Workers union?

Yes. During a melon strike we had in Texas, a very active, very militant, newly organized brick makers local in Mexico kept in contact with us. One day, very early in the morning, about 50 of them took their red and black strike flags and formed a picket line across the bridge connecting the two countries. They refused to let any of the "green-card scabs" across. The only ones they would let across were the "Anglos" who were obviously not crossing to break the strike. They kept the bridge sealed tight for two days. Governor Connally was called by the growers and he in turn called Praxedes Balboa, the Mexican Governor, and said, Hey Praxedis, good friend, good friend, why don't you get those guys to take that picket line down? He answered, Sure Johnny, why not? He sent his personal aide to the picket line with the message that unless they removed the line in two hours they would send in troops to smash it. Rather than having those people killed, or jailed, or beaten up, we asked them to withdraw the pickets. The political scene is very, very, close. Many times the people believe very strongly in what we are doing, they believe in the union, they believe in poor people organizing, but it just comes down to the fact that you are talking about children in Mexico who are starving. You can't afford to walk off the job even though they are

"In 1967 there was $3.2 billion allotted to the growers for not planting cotton and soy-beans. They get pampered silly and they still complain about the poor people who are on welfare."

"The basic philosophy of the growers is that if the children get an education, they are not going to be willing to work for such low wages and bad conditions. They try to rush the kids through school or push them into dropping out."

"The last estimate of money lost by the growers (due to the boycott) amounted to about $17,000,000... Where it used to take around a hundred pounds of low priced grapes to bring in $20 for the growers, they now must sell 2,000 pounds for the same $20!"
increase over what they are now paying. The union and the workers are fighting for union recognition. The workers will get together in their particular ranches. We don’t decide for them, they do. They formulate their set of terms and they negotiate for them. However, we are going to try to stabilize the minimum wage in all the ranches.

What attitude have the giant corporation growers taken to the small farmers?

They have brainwashed small farmers into thinking that they have something in common with the big growers. They tell them that if the farm workers organize “you will be the victim.” The small farmer is led to believe that the farm worker is his enemy. He fails to see that our enemy and his enemy is the same—the huge corporation farmers. It is no longer a case of small farmers. In California, 7% of the farms employ 75% of all the workers. 60% own the remaining 95% of the land in California. The other 40% own the remaining 95% of the land. The 40% will strangle the 60% out of business.

What is your position on the growers’ use of insecticides?

We sent a letter on Jan. 14, 1969, to the growers suggesting that we begin negotiating immediately the application of poisonous insecticides. These are used in the fields supposedly to kill insects, however, they are so poisonous that many of the workers have acquired lung cancer and skin diseases. The growers have not yet responded to our letters. We feel that this is a critical issue. It demands immediate attention even if other labor demands have to wait. Cesar Chavez has said, “We will be damned, and we should be, if we will permit human beings to sustain permanent damage to their health from economic poisoning.”

How successful is the grape boycott?

Very successful. The last estimate of money lost by the growers amounted to about $17,000,000. Delano reports that as of late January, the growers had over 2½ million boxes of grapes still left in cold storage. Last year at the same time they had 800,000 boxes. Last December they dumped 130 carloads of grapes into wine because they couldn’t sell them. This is 130,000 boxes of table grapes that have gone into wine. Four wineries have had to reopen so they could crush all the table grapes that have not been sold.

Do they lose much when they convert table grapes to wine?

Yes. A very low price for table grapes would be $2.25 for a box of 24 pounds. The average price for a box of table grapes is $3.50 or about $290 a ton. Normally the price of wine grapes is only $40 a ton. Because of the boycott there has been such a surplus of available grapes for wine that the price for these grapes has been cut in half to $20 a ton. Where it used to take around a hundred pounds of low priced grapes to bring in $20 for the growers, they now must sell 2,000 pounds for the same $20!

Where do the strikers get their financial support?

The real weight is carried by the labor unions of this country. For instance, here in Chicago, we get ours from labor unions. Locals make donations to keep us going. They make pledges to send us so much per month until the strike is ended. Those that are poorer just send us a check once in awhile, but it adds up to the money we need. There is never quite enough, but it keeps the strike going. Besides the major contributions by the unions, there are also church groups, civic groups, and individuals who have donated a lot of time and money.

How many major chains do you have under agreement not to sell grapes now?

Eleven chains in the city and I would estimate about 100 to 150 independent stores. The chains include National Tea, Jewel, Kroger, A&P, Hi-Low, Dominick’s, Hillman, Pick and Save, Wieboldt and Red Rooster.

The entire struggle appears to be centered on the grape strikers. What about other agricultural workers?

Wherever there are farm workers being exploited our union will be there. At this point we are organizing in Texas where there are cantaloupes and bell peppers. We are organizing in Wisconsin where there are cucumbers and tomatoes. We’re organizing in upstate New York where there are also grapes. We’re going to start organizing in Michigan where there are cherries and many different kinds of crops. We’re organizing in Washington and the state of Oregon. There is another union organizing in the state of Ohio where they have tomato pickers. They are not affiliated with us at this point, but they are a bona fide union, they use our same symbols. Everywhere throughout the nation there are farm groups affiliated with us or other unions. Wherever farm workers are exploited we will be there.

Roth . . . Thank you for the interview, Elsio. Viva la Causa. Viva la Huelga.

Medina . . . Thank you. Don’t buy grapes!